
Break down research silos with 
the complete Web of Science 

Core Collection

Connect to knowledge scattered across 
the world of scholarly research

Increased interdisciplinarity, team 
science, global collaborations —
modern researchers continuously 
cross geographic and subject 
boundaries to advance their projects. 
Researchers need tools that quickly 
reveal useful connections to relevant 
papers and people as they forge new 
research paths.

Help your researchers navigate the 
complex, interconnected web of 
scientific and scholarly research 
with a complete Web of Science 

Core Collection™ subscription. 
Bring multidisciplinary content 
from several research dissemination 
channels into a single search 
and discovery environment. 

Each piece of the Web of Science 
Core Collection interlocks to provide 
billions of discovery pathways, 
encouraging your researchers to 
think about their research questions 
in entirely new ways. Facilitate faster 
breakthroughs and ensure your 
researchers are never working in 

a silo with meticulously indexed, 
connected journal, conference, and 
book data spanning the sciences, 
social sciences, arts and humanities. 
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references reveal hidden 
research connections.
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Build an advanced, nuanced  
understanding of your topic 
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The powerful citation network in Web of Science Core Collection 
provides you with new ways to discover valuable content 
across a global, multidisciplinary research landscape.

Complete your Web of Science Core Collection subscription to 
start exploring 120+ years of interconnected research from diverse 
regions, scholarly communication channels, and disciplines.

Coverage Backfile

Science Citation Index Expanded

9.5K+ 
journals across 192 scientific fields

1900

Social Sciences Citation Index

3.5K+
journals across 47 social sciences fields

1900

Arts & Humanities Citation Index

1.8K+
journals across 25 arts and humanities fields 

1975

Emerging Sources Citation Index

8.2K+
journals spanning all fields

2005

Conference Proceedings Citation Index

304K+
conferences spanning all fields 

1990

Book Citation Index

143K+
scholarly books spanning all fields 

2005



Interdisciplinarity  
fosters innovative ideas

Uncover hidden connections 
between research spanning 250+ 
science, social sciences, arts and 
humanities disciplines, 21,000+ 
journals, 304,000+ conferences, 
and 143,000+ scholarly books.

Global collaboration  
drives research progress

Tune in to the wider conversation 
and locate locally significant, 
globally relevant findings within 
the deep regional coverage in the 
Emerging Sources Citation Index.  

Diverse outputs complete  
the research picture 

Stay current in fields where 
conferences or books are key 
communication channels. Surface 
experts presenting novel research 
at industry events and boost the 
discovery and use of key content 
in your holdings with direct links to 
your library catalog and eBooks. 

Yesterday’s discoveries  
fuel today’s breakthroughs

Apply established concepts to 
new contexts. Over 120 years of 
comprehensively indexed data 
enables you to explore the full 
scope and origins of an idea over 
time and through research fields.

Unlock insights faster with an enhanced 
map of the world's research
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The Web of Science  
Core Collection difference:

Consult reliable sources

In an age of misinformation, ensure that the 
research you discover is from trusted, reliable 
sources. Editorial experts continuously curate 
our collection so you don’t have to spend 
valuable research time vetting sources.

Don’t miss a thing

Our consistent, accurate, and complete indexing has 
created a thorough record of over a century of research 
progress. Full cover-to-cover indexing of leading 
journals provides confidence that you can locate all 
key discoveries relevant to advancing your work.

Find what you need faster

Our complete cited reference capture and indexing 
opens new ways of searching the literature. Query 
cited reference data for mentions of a painting, 
novel, government report, statistical model, or 
text and quickly return a full list of published items 
discussing that work from 1900 to today. 

Contact our experts today:

+1 215 386 0100 (U.S.) 
+44 (0) 20 7433 4000 (Europe)
clarivate.com
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